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Investigative Report

2023-2008
Officer Involved Critical Incident - Terminal Road By Dayton
Airport, OH (L)

Investigative Activity:Investigative Activity: Review of Records

Involves:Involves: Rodney D. Helman (S), Elaine M. Helman (S)

Date of Activity:Date of Activity: 08/07/2023

Activity Location:Activity Location: - Terminal Road by Dayton Airport, OH

Author:Author: SA Richard Ward, #55

Narrative:Narrative:

On Monday, August 7, 2023, and through out, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigations Special
Agent Richard Ward requested and received from Ohio State Highway Patrol Detective Sergeant
James Boysel the following information related to this investigation.

The body worn camera for the following OSHP SRT members: Scott
Davis (non SRT), Seth Douthitt, Bryan Mangin, Erik Lofland, Hector Burgos and
Brian Garloch (non SRT).

On August 9, 2023, Agent Ward received the attached reports, Warner Trucking company
video, and the entire OSHP Aviation video from Sergeant Boysel (USB). The video files, with the
exception of the aviation video were placed on a USB and made part of the permanent case file.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01: Huber Heights Police Bailey narrative
Attachment # 02: Huber Heights Police King narrative
Attachment # 03: Huber Heights Police Sanchez narrative
Attachment # 04: SRT team CAD
Attachment # 05: OSHP SRT Pages 1 - 37 # 23080200000070
Attachment # 06: OSHP SRT 38-70 # 223080200000070
Attachment # 07: OSHP SRT 71-78 Pages 71 -78 # 23080200000070

References:References:

USB Thumbdrive - Pink Micro Center

This document is the property of the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation and is confidential in nature. Neither
the document nor its contents are to be disseminated outside your agency except as provided by law - a statute,
an administrative rule, or any rule of procedure.
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HUBER HEIGHTS POLICE DIVISION 
6121 TAYLORSVILLE RD., HUBER HEIGHTS OH 45424   937-233-2080    
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Officer Narrative 

INCIDENT INFORMATION________________________________________________________ 
CASE NUMBER:    HH230003418    OFFICER NARRATIVE NUMBER:  HH230003418-002 
 

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE REPORT MANAGEMENT: Midnights 
 

OFFICER: HH1173 - BAILEY, JARED       ENTERED ON: 8/2/2023 3:33:59 AM 
 

NARRATIVE___________________________________________________________________ 
 

INVESTIGATION OF INCIDENT: 
     On 08/02/2023 at approximately 0211 HRS, reference an agency assist involving a pursuit with a 
semi truck where the driver had kidnapped the occupants of the the semi truck and was potentially 
armed.  They also advised that semi truck had struck several cruisers during the pursuit.  Dispatch 
advised that the truck was traveling W/B on I-70, but then was able to make a U-turn and traveled 
E/B on I-70.  A short time later at approximately 0240 HRS, dispatch advised the semi truck was back 
W/B on I-70.  Sgt. Winterbotham advised units to block off the exits to both S.R. 201 and S.R. 202 
and also deploy stop sticks if in a safe manner.   
     I was able to block the I-70 W/B exit to S.R. 202 with my cruiser which had my overhead red and 
blue lights.  Ofc. Sanchez also assisted in blocking the exit and we both started coordinating on 
deploying stop sticks.  Dispatch advised that the semi truck was in the center lane of the highway.  
We both were able to set up our spike strips and then cross the jersey barrier where we were on the 
E/B side of I-70.  The semi truck approached our position and we both had hits on our spike strips.  
Due to the speed of the semi truck, it ripped the red handle out of my hand and shattered it against 
the jersey barrier and my spike strips were also dragged a short distance before becoming dislodged 
and they were able to be retrieved.   
     This report and narrative were completed as a result of my actions and my body camera footage 
was uploaded with this report.  
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HUBER HEIGHTS POLICE DIVISION 
6121 TAYLORSVILLE RD., HUBER HEIGHTS OH 45424   937-233-2080    
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Officer Narrative 

INCIDENT INFORMATION________________________________________________________ 
CASE NUMBER:    HH230003418    OFFICER NARRATIVE NUMBER:  HH230003418-001 
 

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE REPORT MANAGEMENT: Midnights 
 

OFFICER: HH1178 - KING, CODY       ENTERED ON: 8/2/2023 3:43:42 AM 
 

NARRATIVE___________________________________________________________________ 
 

DETAILS OF INCIDENT: 
On August 2, 2023 at 0211 hours Huber Heights Police Dispatch advised London Police Department 
requested assistance in reference to a motor vehicle pursuit. Huber Heights Police Dispatch advised 
London Police pursued a vehicle and the driver fled, jumped in a White Warner semi with at least one 
hostage. 
 At this time I began towards Brandt Pike and I-70 and sat in the area of Knickerbocker. Huber 
Heights Police Dispatch advised the vehicle turned around and went eastbound. At this time, I stayed 
in the area and began to scan OSP Springfield radio channel. Several units pursued the vehicle 
throughout the city of Springfield. The vehicle began traveling westbound on W. North Street in 
Springfield towards Route 4. At this time I believed the vehicle would begin to travel back towards 
Huber Heights. The semi continued traveling on Route 4 towards I-70 west bound. The vehicle got 
on I-70 Westbound and continued traveling towards Huber Heights. At 0240 hours London Police 
requested our assistance once again. At this time, I did not believe I had enough time to travel east 
on I-70 and flip around back westbound to block the exit ramp for Brandt Pike. Therefore, I activated 
my emergency lights and safely traveled eastbound up the westbound exit ramp. At this time there 
was not any oncoming traffic and I was able to successfully close the exit ramp to prevent the semi 
from getting off the highway.  
I left my emergency lights on when I heard the vehicle was at I-70W going under the 675 bridge. At 
this time I retrieved my stop sticks from cruiser 1905 as I observed the vehicle coming from the 235 
area. I threw the sticks the first time but they got stuck on my hand, therefore I had enough time to 
regather the sticks and thrown them into the left / center lanes. I was able to move to the other side 
of the guardrail for coverage. The semi appeared to attempt to swerve but it struck the stop sticks 
and ripped the sticks off of the rope and continued traveling with the stop sticks. I collected the 
handle and rope and continued eastbound towards the 202 exit. I did not engage in the pursuit and 
slowly drove towards 202 where Officer's Sanchez and Bailey were also able to successfully deploy 
stop sticks. As I approached 202 Exit I observed Officer Bailey attempting to gather the remnants of 
their sticks. I left my lights on to block traffic for the safety of Officer Bailey.  
I then exited the highway at Old Troy Pike and met with Sgt. Winterbotham. At this time, it is 
unknown as to the whereabouts of my stop sticks. I continued to scan the radio traffic and found out 
the semi finally came to a stop on Stonequarry Rd near the Vandalia Rec Center.  
DISPOSITION OF INCIDENT: 
After action response report. Supplement narrative, Successful stop stick deployment, handle and 
rope from stop sticks were placed in the property room. BWC uploaded to case file.  
Officer Cody King #1178 
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HUBER HEIGHTS POLICE DIVISION 
6121 TAYLORSVILLE RD., HUBER HEIGHTS OH 45424   937-233-2080    
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Officer Narrative 

INCIDENT INFORMATION________________________________________________________ 
CASE NUMBER:    HH230003418    OFFICER NARRATIVE NUMBER:  HH230003418-003 
 

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE REPORT MANAGEMENT: Midnights 
 

OFFICER: HH1167 - SANCHEZ, JOSEPH A       ENTERED ON: 8/2/2023 3:31:30 AM 
 

NARRATIVE___________________________________________________________________ 
 

NATURE OF INCIDENT 
 
On 8/2/23 around 0211hrs, officers were advised that there was a semi that had been stolen in 
London, OH by a suspect who had crashed his vehicle. As officers were monitoring the radio on Zone 
8 on Springfield OSP channel, it was advised that the stolen semi driven by the suspect had crashed 
into two police cruisers and had both truck drivers that were still in the semi held hostage. It was 
unknown at that time if the suspect was armed or not. OSP advised that the suspect could have been 
possibly armed but unsure. As officers were continuing to monitor the radio traffic it was learned 
that the semi was heading westbound on I-70 potentially coming towards Huber Heights. As the 
semi continued westbound, officers were advised by Sgt. Winterbotham that officers were just to 
block off the exit ramps to avoid the semi coming into city limits and remain on the highway 
continuing westbound.  
 
Then at 0240hrs, as the radio traffic continued it was learned that the semi got off the highway and 
entered the city of Springfield. As the pursuit continued, the semi drove all over the city of 
Springfield and was driving westbound on North St passing Springfield Regional Medical Center and 
continued westbound passing State Route 68 and Old Mill Rd. As the pursuit continued westbound it 
was approaching Route 4 and coming into Huber Heights city limits. OSP advised that the suspect 
was armed. As the semi was approaching exit 38 at Brandt Pike, officers at the I-70 and Brandt Pike 
got a good tire deflation hit on the semi but the semi continued westbound approaching exit 36 
now. As the semi still continued westbound and approached exit 36, Ofc. Bailey and I had our tire 
deflation devices ready at hand as the semi was approaching us. As the semi approached Ofc. Bailey 
and I deployed our tire deflation devices that had a successful deployment. 
 
The pursuit then continued westbound leaving Huber Heights city limits eventually stopping on 
Stonequarry Rd in Vandalia, OH. 
 
DISPOSITION OF INCIDENT 
 
Cleared by report 
 
End of narrative 
 
Ofc. Sanchez #1167 
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